
A neutral ph7 cleaning and disinfecting 
formulation, that will deep clean any surface and
leave the area smelling naturally fresh.

What is Sani Clean?
Sani Clean is a high quality hard surface cleaner and 
disinfectant, with the fantastically fresh fragrance of Sea
Salt and Lotus. It destroys bacteria, fungi and mildew on
contact whilst cleaning away dirt and grease, leaving the
area smelling radiantly clean.
Sani Clean is a safe, biodegradeable and can be used to
clean, disinfect and deodourise all hard surfaces in one
simple step. 

How does Sani Clean work?
Sani Clean combines the unbeatable cleaning power of a
broad spectrum disinfectant, with degreasers and a fresh
fragrance which leaves hard surfaces spotlessly clean and
hygienic. Sani Clean’s effective but biodegradable 
formulation means it is totally safe and non-toxic, suitable
for use in commercial, domestic and institutional premises.

How do you use Sani Clean?
Sani Clean comes prepackaged in specialised Sani Clean
dispensers. These are non-pressurised propellant free 
airless spray bottles delivering an aerosol quality spray in
an eco friendly way.
The dispenser will work at any angle and will not leak, 
ensuring that the most difficult situations can be dealt with.
Sani Clean also is packed in 1 litre refill bottles that can
also be used with conventional sprayers.
Always ensure that precautionary measures found in the
MSDS sheet for Sani Clean are read and followed before
use.

Key features and benefits of 
Sani Clean?

Effective cleaner and degreaser for all hard surfaces.
Broad-spectrum disinfectant removes harmful bacteria,
mildew and fungi.
Fresh fragrance destroys bad smells.
Applied via specialist sprayers or conventional bottle
sprayers.
Refills are available separately.
Safe and non-toxic.
Ideal for use in public areas such as offices, hotels,
changing rooms, shower blocks and schools.
Excellent for cleaning, sanitising and re-odourising
urinals and toilet blocks
Use Sani Clean on stainless steel, plastics, ceramics,
tiles, concrete and painted surfaces.

How to get the best results?
For cleaning and disinfecting all hard surfaces, just spray
a mist onto the surface, leave for a few moments and wipe
off with a clean cloth or paper towel.
For disinfecting and re-odourising urinals, spray onto all
surfaces and into the drains as often as required.

Sani Clean
A highly effective cleaner and disinfectant 
leaving a powerful clean smell.

best in it’s field - no bull!

The IM Group utilises a process of continuous product improvement for all of our products. While we do strictly adhere to our products’ specifications, we routinely implement product
improvements. Therefore, please contact us for our most current product specifications. IM Group warrants the quality of this product when used according to directions. User shall
determine suitability of product for use and assumes all risk. The seller will not accept liability for more than product replacement. 
Trademark(s): is a wholly owned subsidiary and registered trademark of the IM Group. 
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